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Using photoelectron spectroscopy to observe
oxygen spillover to zirconia†

Peter Lackner, Zhiyu Zou, Sabrina Mayr, Ulrike Diebold and
Michael Schmid *

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of five-monolayer-thick ZrO2 films reveals a core level binding

energy difference of up to 1.8 eV between the tetragonal and monoclinic phase. This difference is

explained by positively charged oxygen vacancies in the tetragonal films, which are slightly reduced. Due

to the large band gap of zirconia (E5–6 eV), these charges shift the electron levels, leading to higher

binding energies of reduced tetragonal films w.r.t. fully oxidized monoclinic films. These core level shifts

have the opposite direction than what is usually encountered for reduced transition metal oxides. The

vacancies can be filled via oxygen spillover from a catalyst that enables O2 dissociation. This can be

either a metal deposited on the film, or, if the film has holes, the metallic (in our case, Rh) substrate.

Our study also confirms that tetragonal ZrO2 is stabilized via oxygen vacancies and shows that the XPS

binding energy difference between O 1s and Zr 3d solely depends on the crystallographic phase.

1 Introduction

The spillover of oxygen from a metal or oxide onto zirconia
(ZrO2) is of immense importance in many applications, as ZrO2

is used heavily as an oxygen-conducting electrolyte1 in solid
oxide fuel cells2 and gas sensors.3 Furthermore, this process is of
interest in catalysis, where zirconia is sometimes used as a catalyst,
but mostly as support;4 oxygen spillover and reverse spillover
would enable Mars–van-Krevelen-type reactions.5 Especially when
using (yttria-stabilized) zirconia as a solid-state electrolyte, its
electronic structure and band alignment are crucial for its
performance.

While in recent years, zirconia has been studied increasingly
using surface science methods, the details of oxygen incorporation
have not yet been tackled due to a lack of reliable model systems
that mimic bulk properties reasonably well. The main difficulty of
such studies is the lack of electronic conductivity: zirconia (pure or
yttria-stabilized) has a band gap of 5–6 eV.6,7 For analysis methods
involving charged particles, one has to rely on thin films to
circumvent charging of the material. Only then, surface science
techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low-
energy electron diffraction (LEED), or X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS) can be used. In the last years, many studies have
focussed on ultrathin zirconia films,8–10 which has helped to gain
insights into molecular adsorption11,12 and metal growth.13 How-
ever, for investigating oxygen deficiency and related phenomena,

thicker films are required. Inspired by work of Maurice et al.14 and
Meinel et al.,15–17 but taking advantage of sputter deposition
in UHV,18 we have recently demonstrated the reliable and
reproducible growth of several-monolayer-thick films of bulk-
like zirconia.19 Depending on the post-annealing temperature,
films of both, the tetragonal or monoclinic structure can be
prepared. Annealing five-monolayer-thick zirconia films at
temperatures r730 1C yields flat, closed films; the structure
of these films was identified as tetragonal by STM and LEED
[(2� 1) w.r.t. cubic ZrO2(111)].19 When annealing at T Z 820 1C,
the films fully transform to monoclinic zirconia. In the same
temperature range where the tetragonal - monoclinic trans-
formation occurs, the films dewet the Rh(111) substrate, which
becomes accessible within holes of the film. The monoclinic
surface structure resembles a distorted (2 � 2) structure w.r.t.
cubic ZrO2(111); this makes the two structures easily distinguishable
in STM, and the monoclinic distortion leads to a clear splitting of
the spots in LEED.19 The surfaces of both, the tetragonal and
monoclinic films, appear essentially bulk-terminated.

Building on these results, in this work we present a thorough
XPS study of these structurally well-defined 5 ML-thick zirconia
films. Unexpectedly large differences of the XPS binding energies
between tetragonal and monoclinic films are shown in Section 3.1.
In Section 3.2, commonly-encountered reasons for such differences
are discussed and excluded as main effects, and reduction of the
tetragonal films is revealed as the true reason; surprisingly, the
reduced tetragonal films show a higher binding energy – in contrast
to what is expected from usual XPS interpretations. Reduction of
tetragonal zirconia films is confirmed in Section 3.3 by a test
experiment with direct observation of oxygen spillover from Rh on
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to the thin zirconia films, and valence-band spectra are discussed in
Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5, the experimental results are
discussed in the light of previous theoretical findings.

2 Experimental methods

The two-chamber UHV system used in this work was described
earlier.19 The Rh(111) single crystal used as a substrate (diameter
9 mm, height 2 mm, from MaTecK, Germany) was cleaned in the
preparation chamber (pbase o 1 � 10�10 mbar) by repeated
sputter/anneal cycles. A UHV-compatible sputter source used
for Zr deposition18 was mounted in the preparation chamber.
XPS measurements were conducted in the analysis chamber
(pbase = 7 � 10�11 mbar) at room temperature (RT) using a Specs
Phoibos 100 hemispherical analyzer (pass energy = 16 eV,
5-channel detection, energy calibrated with pure-metal Ag 3d5/2,
Ag M4NN and Au 4f7/2) and near-normal emission (151 off-normal).
Non-monochromatized Mg Ka radiation was used for excitation
(VG XR3E2 source operated at 15 kV, 15 mA emission). The use of a
flood gun was not necessary for charge compensation, as the thin
zirconia films used in this work showed no charging effects, see
below. The program CasaXPS was used for peak deconvolution
and background subtraction. For Zr 3d, a Shirley-type background,
and for O 1s, a linear background was used. The following
parameters were used for the Zr 3d doublets: DE = 2.4 eV, ratio
of areas 1 : 0.6920 (tested over several ZrO2 systems). The binding
energies for Zr given in the following are the Zr 3d5/2 peak
positions. The line shape was set to the Gaussian-Lorentzian
product function ‘‘GL(60)’’ (60% Lorentzian) for all peaks except
for the Zr 3d interface peaks, which behave similarly to ultrathin
films9 and thus appear metallic; they are therefore fitted with an
additional exponential tail ‘‘GL(60)T(1.8)’’.

The preparation of the zirconia films is described in detail
elsewhere.19 In short, the UHV sputter source18 is used to
deposit Zr at RT in a mixed Ar/O2 atmosphere (pO2

= 1 �
10�6 mbar, pAr = 8� 10�6 mbar in the UHV chamber, E27� higher
Ar pressure inside the source). Due to the good reproducibility of the
deposition rate, the film thickness was simply determined by the
deposition time (after initial calibration18,19); we define one
monolayer (1 ML) as one O–Zr–O repeat unit of tetragonal
ZrO2(101) or monoclinic ZrO2(%111), which corresponds to
E9 � 1018 Zr atoms per m2 or E0.3 nm thickness. After
deposition, the films are post-annealed at various temperatures
for 10 min in pO2

= 5 � 10�7 mbar to achieve good order and to
oxidize them to the extent possible at these conditions (tetra-
gonal films stay slightly substoichiometric, see below). After
annealing, the O2 pressure was kept constant until the sample
temperature reached 300 1C. The thinnest film showing a bulk-
terminated surface structure was found to be 5 ML for tetra-
gonal films.19 We have therefore used films with 5 ML thickness
unless noted otherwise. As mentioned above, during the tetra-
gonal - monoclinic transformation, the film breaks and holes
appear (dewetting). The material from the holes forms additional
layers on the rest of the film. Here we report nominal film
thicknesses (of the deposited material), thus the actual thickness

of the monoclinic films is higher. For a 5 ML-thick preparation,
one additional layer typically covers 35–50% of the area, depending
on the size of the holes (which depends on the annealing
temperature). The structure of all films was checked using
STM and LEED, which are both available in the analysis
chamber of the UHV system.19

3 Results and discussion
3.1 XPS of tetragonal and monoclinic films

XPS measurements of both, tetragonal and monoclinic 5 ML-thick
films are shown in Fig. 1. The films were annealed in O2 at 670 and
810 1C, respectively. The Zr 3d5/2 binding energies of tetragonal
(182.9 eV) and monoclinic films (181.6 eV) differ by 1.3 eV. In the
O 1s region, this difference is 1.1 eV (530.6 eV and 529.5 eV,
respectively). A closer look at the Zr 3d signal of the tetragonal
film, see Fig. 1a, reveals a shoulder at the low-binding-energy side.
The spectrum can be fitted with two doublets - the larger one at
182.9 eV, the smaller at 180.9 eV. As the smaller signal decreases
with increasing thickness, see the inset of Fig. 1a, we assign it to
the interface layer bonded to the Rh substrate. This low-binding-
energy feature appears in the same energy range as the Zr 3d signal
of ultrathin zirconia films on Pt3Zr(0001) (180.7 eV).9 It was already
predicted by density functional theory (DFT) that the interface
layer of few-ML-thick ZrO2 films would have a distinctively differ-
ent binding energy (EB) from the rest of the film, close to the value
of ultrathin zirconia.9 For 5 ML films, the area of the interface
doublet is between 8% and 10% of the total Zr 3d intensity,
depending on the exact preparation; this is somewhat less than the
expected 14% from an attenuation simulation with the SESSA
code.21 The interface peak is discussed in more detail in the ESI.†

The Zr 3d peak of monoclinic films shows no shoulder, and
can be fitted with only one doublet. It is likely that an interface
peak also exists in this case, but we cannot resolve it experi-
mentally, as the main peak is much closer to the energy of the
interface peak. For the O 1s region, where the differences
between the interface and main signal are even smaller,9 one
peak was sufficient for a good fit in both cases, tetragonal and
monoclinic.

The Zr 3d and O 1s binding energies depend on the exact
preparation parameters, i.e. O2 partial pressures during deposition
and annealing, annealing temperature, and film thickness. For
monoclinic films, a small spread of 0.2 eV was encountered
(181.6–181.8 eV). Tetragonal films show binding energies in a
larger range, between 182.6 eV and 183.4 eV; higher annealing
temperatures lead to higher EB.

As mentioned above, typical monoclinic films contain holes
reaching down to the substrate, in contrast to tetragonal films
created with the standard preparation parameters. Using different
sputter deposition parameters however,19 we can also create
tetragonal films that break up and form holes when annealing
to 670 1C, thus the Rh(111) substrate is exposed. These films show
a lower EB than usual (182.1 eV); the EB difference with respect
to monoclinic ZrO2 is only 0.5 eV for Zr 3d and 0.3 eV for O 1s
(EB = 529.9 eV). Another preparation method for tetragonal films
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with holes starts with a monoclinic film (containing holes). By
annealing at 920 1C in UHV, the film can be transformed back to
the tetragonal structure; also this film does not fully cover the
substrate. We attribute this transformation to reduction of the
film, i.e. the formation of oxygen vacancies, which stabilize
the tetragonal phase.22 After annealing this film at 610 1C in
5 � 10�7 mbar O2, the Zr 3d levels again exhibit a binding
energy of 182.1 eV. In both preparations, the Rh surface in the
holes is covered by a (2 � 1)-O superstructure as is usual for Rh
annealed in O2 at these conditions.23,24

Additionally, elemental ratios can be extracted from XPS
measurements. Here, one has to act with caution however, as
truly quantitative XPS results are difficult to achieve. The main
reason for this is that the transmission function (sensitivity
over kinetic energy) of typical XPS analysers is not known in
detail, and the attenuation of photoelectrons also depends on
their kinetic energy. Therefore, comparing peak areas several
hundred eV apart – as in the case of Zr 3d and O 1s – is only
possible if a trustworthy reference is available. This is not the
case for zirconia; pure bulk single crystals are not available, and
the surface stoichiometry and composition of thick films or
powders are not known. We therefore only compare tetragonal
and monoclinic films. To compensate for the difference in film
thickness (monoclinic films dewet the substrate and become
thicker as a result) and the signal of O adsorbed on the
uncovered Rh substrate (if any), we resort to XPS simulations
with the program SESSA.21 These simulations are based on the
morphology determined by STM. Then, the different preparations

can be compared with one another. All 5 ML-thick films show
similar Zr : O ratios; the variations lie within�2%. These variations
are within the error bars of our analysis.

3.2 Possible reasons for differences in binding energy

Let us focus on the large difference of E1.3 eV between the
Zr 3d levels of the tetragonal and monoclinic films. This section
first presents explanations that are commonly encountered in
XPS studies, but can be excluded for the shifts encountered in
this work. Finally, oxygen vacancies in the tetragonal film are
presented as the favoured explanation.

At first glimpse, the large DEB is surprising, as tetragonal
and monoclinic zirconia are not vastly different; in both, Zr is
present solely in the 4+ state. The same can be assumed for the
majority of the Zr atoms in thin films, as the Zr : O ratio is
nearly identical in both films. Thus, different Zr oxidation
states can be excluded as a reason for differences of the films.
However, tetragonal zirconia features eightfold-coordinated
(8c) Zr and fourfold-coordinated (4c) O,25 while in the mono-
clinic structure, Zr is 7c and O is half 4c and half 3c; yet from
such a coordination difference no large impact on the binding
energy is expected.

A further possible difference is the band gap: according to
ab initio calculations, the band gap of tetragonal ZrO2 is larger
than that of monoclinic ZrO2 by 0.5–1.0 eV, with the more
recent works favouring values at the lower end of this range.7,26

However, in an experimental comparison of monoclinic and
Y-stabilized tetragonal zirconia, the monoclinic band gap was

Fig. 1 XPS spectra of (a and b) tetragonal and (c and d) monoclinic zirconia films: All spectra can be fitted with one component, except for Zr 3dtetragonal, which
features a shoulder resulting from the interface layer of the film. The main signal shows a DEB between monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2 of 1.3 eV in Zr 3d and 1.1 eV
in O 1s. The inset of (a) shows the interface peak for a 5 ML (black) and a 20 ML-thick (violet) film. The interface peak is strongly attenuated at 20 ML thickness.
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found to be larger by 0.05–0.5 eV.6 This disagreement makes a
prediction for the band gap of the thin films difficult, but an
upper limit of 1 eV can be used for an upper estimate of the
influence of the band gap on the EB difference. Assuming the
Fermi energy is in the middle of the band gap, half of the band
gap difference – up to 0.5 eV – could be expected as an increase
of the binding energy of XPS, see Fig. 2b. For the Fermi level at
the conduction band edge (n-doped material), core level shifts
equal to the band-gap differences would be conceivable. Only the
largest values of the theoretically predicted band-gap differences
(which we do not consider very realistic) would explain a sub-
stantial part of the EB difference.

In a previous XPS study, charging was suggested as an
explanation for XPS shifts of ZrO2 films.27 Although zirconia
is an insulating material, the possibility of STM measurements
on up to 10 ML-thick films19 excludes charging during
XPS measurements: If any charging would occur, in an STM
measurement it would be stronger by orders of magnitude
due to the much higher current density (STM: nA nm�2,
XPS: nA mm�2), thus rendering STM impossible. Charging
can be excluded also for film thicknesses above 10 ML, because
LEED measurements did not show any indications of charging
at current densities in the mA mm�2 range. Also, changing the
incident X-ray flux did not shift EB, and applying �10 V to the
sample (to reduce neutralization via secondary electrons from
the sample holder) only led to the expected voltage-induced
shift. No time dependence of EB was found.

Further explanations for the EB difference may be based on a
different structure at the interface. Measurements presented in
ref. 19 indicate that the tetragonal film is stabilized by slight

ion bombardment occurring during sputter deposition. This
could lead to intermixing between Rh and ZrO2. Assuming that
this induces a structural change with suitable changes of the
interlayer distances, the resulting electrostatic potential could
shift the states of the film in the higher layers to higher binding
energies, see Fig. 2d. Then, the second oxygen plane would have
to be E15 pm, or 20%, closer to the Zr plane below, to shift the
potential of the layers above by 1 eV. (This calculation is based
on a relative permittivity of er = n2 = 4.8, estimated from the
refractive index n, i.e. taking only the polarizability of the
electrons into account, with the ion positions frozen.) Such a
large change of interlayer distances is unlikely. When related to
Rh–ZrO2 intermixing, this effect would depend on the intensity
of ion bombardment during the deposition. We have modified
the flux and energies of the ions impinging on the surface by
varying the grid voltages of the sputter source18 and did not
find an effect on the binding energy. Furthermore, intermixing
at the interface would not explain the increased binding energy
measured when annealing tetragonal films at higher temperatures
in O2. The opposite behaviour would then be expected, as Rh and
ZrO2 would phase separate due to the higher oxygen affinity of Zr.

The large band gap of zirconia leads to large shifts of the
levels when the Fermi level gets pinned by gap states, or in the
presence of electric fields caused e.g. by electronic doping, see
Fig. 2c. A careful study of the cleanliness of the films grown by
our sputter source revealed no contaminations that could act as
dopants.18 The films can however be doped by oxygen vacancies
(VOs). Strong reduction with stoichiometry changes \2% in the
near-surface region can be excluded from XPS measurements
showing roughly the same Zr : O ratio for both monoclinic and
tetragonal ZrO2. However, a slight reduction would be enough
to induce a shift of 1–2 eV due to the lack of screening charges
in an insulator such as zirconia. A slightly reduced tetragonal
film compared with a fully oxidized monoclinic film can there-
fore explain the differences measured with XPS. This mechanism
was suggested previously for EB shifts induced by reduction of
perovskites28 and ceria29 at near-ambient pressures. The sugges-
tion of VOs in tetragonal ZrO2 is in agreement with the literature;
VOs are the main candidates for explaining the stability of the
tetragonal phase in powders,22 and in a previous work we have
also suggested that VOs could explain the band bending effects
observed in STM images of monoclinic ZrO2 films, and the lack
thereof for tetragonal zirconia films.19

If the core level shift is mainly due to reduction, tetragonal
films with a binding energy around 182 eV – less than usual 182.6–
183.4 eV – are less reduced or not reduced at all. Both preparations
with such a low EB share one similarity: these films are not
continuous, but have holes reaching down to the Rh(111)
substrate, which is a good catalyst for O2 dissociation.30 When
annealing in O2, the accessibility of the catalyst will lead to
oxidation of the film.

3.3 Oxidation of tetragonal zirconia by spillover from Rh clusters

A test experiment was designed to confirm that the (slightly)
reduced state of the tetragonal films is the reason for the large
EB difference between tetragonal and monoclinic core levels.

Fig. 2 Sketch of the different possibilities for changes of the core level
binding energy. (a) Reference (no change), (b) larger band gap, (c) bands
shifted by positive oxygen vacancies, and (d) change of an interlayer distance.
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The experiment is sketched in the top inset of Fig. 3b.
A standard 5 ML tetragonal film was prepared (Tanneal = 630 1C,
pO2

= 5 � 10�7 mbar). Using STM and LEED, we confirmed that
it had no holes reaching to the substrate. XPS showed the
Zr 3d5/2 level at 183.4 eV, see Fig. 3a. (Here, EB is somewhat
higher than usual for tetragonal films, which we relate to a slightly
lower pO2

during sputter deposition, 5 � 10�7 mbar.) Then,
1.6% of a monolayer of Rh (1.4 � 1013 cm�2) was deposited on
top of the zirconia film, yielding single atoms or small clusters
visible in STM (yellow circles in the lower inset of Fig. 3b). This
yielded a small EB shift of �0.1 eV. After another annealing step
at a lower temperature (T = 610 1C, pO2

= 5 � 10�7 mbar), the
Zr 3d core levels shifted by 1.1 eV to 182.3 eV. The Zr : O ratio
remained constant within the error bars of �2%. The structure
was checked by STM and LEED and a tetragonal film with only
few areas transformed to the monoclinic structure was found.
This is however a minority (according to STM, less than 7% of
the surface) and therefore cannot explain the substantial shift
of the XPS peak. Thus, oxidation by oxygen spillover from Rh
reduces the EB difference between the tetragonal film and
typical values for the monoclinic film from 1.8 eV to 0.7 eV.
This remaining difference most likely originates from remaining
non-stoichiometry, and, to a lesser degree, from the different band
gap and different structure, as discussed in the previous section.
The O 1s peak shifts by the same energy as Zr 3d, confirming our
model of a shift of all bands with respect to the Fermi level.

3.4 Valence band spectroscopy

Valence band (VB) photoelectron spectroscopy measurements
further corroborate the explanation of the EB difference. For
5 ML-thick films, the XPS intensity in the valence band region is
dominated by the Rh substrate, because the Rh 4d photo-
electron cross section is much higher than that of oxygen,
which forms the VB of ZrO2.20 Thus, the band gap of these
ZrO2 films and the position of its valence band cannot be
measured directly; the signal seen in Fig. 4a for a 5 ML film

(red) stems mainly from Rh and, hence, reaches up to the Fermi
level (EB = 0). We have therefore prepared a 50 ML-thick
tetragonal film (annealed at 670 1C in pO2

= 5 � 10�7 mbar for
100 min; no difference to tanneal = 10 min). This film is substantially
more oxygen-deficient than the thinner films; a comparison with an
oxidized 5 ML-thick film gives a stoichiometry of ZrO1.83 for the
tetragonal 50 ML-thick film. In continuation of the trend of
higher EB with stronger reduction, this highly reduced film also
shows the highest EB ever observed by us (Zr 3d5/2 at 183.7 eV).
The large nonstoichiometry of the 50 ML film is probably due to
the fact that oxidation is increasingly hindered with increasing
film thickness; charge transfer through the film would be
needed to activate O2.31

We can clearly see the valence band of the 50 ML film in XPS
(green in Fig. 4); no background from the Rh substrate is
detected. The figure also shows the corresponding spectra of
the 5 ML-thick monoclinic film from Fig. 1 for comparison
(red). The VB edges of both preparations were fitted using an
error function, which yields inflection points at EB = 4.9 eV for
the thicker film, and 0.0 eV for the thinner film, as expected for
a signal dominated by the Fermi edge of metallic Rh. The
corresponding full width at half maximum (FWHM) values are
1.2 eV and 0.95 eV, respectively. While the FWHM value for the
Rh Fermi edge is close to the expected instrument resolution,
the one for the thick (tetragonal) film is higher, which indicates
that its VB edge is not a sharp step. Assuming a trapezoid-like
density of states (blue in Fig. 4a), which gets broadened by the
instrument resolution (FWHM 0.95 eV) to the observed spectrum,
the VB onset would be at EB E 4.4 eV. With a total band gap of
5–6 eV6,7 (probably slightly less due to the oxygen deficiency), this
means that the Fermi energy of the thick tetragonal film is not
too far from the conduction band. Fig. 4b shows the Zr 3d region
of both films, with the Zr 3d5/2 peaks at 183.7 eV and 181.6 eV,
respectively. The inset shows the O 1s region, where the
difference is only 1.9 eV (EB = 531.4 eV and 529.5 eV, respectively),
0.2 eV less than for Zr 3d. DEB can be used to estimate the position

Fig. 3 XPS results for oxidation of 5 ML-thick tetragonal films by spillover. (a) Zr 3d and (b) O 1s levels of a closed, tetragonal film before (green) and after
(black) deposition of 0.016 ML Rh, and after annealing in O2 at 610 1C (blue). By annealing in the presence of Rh, the main peaks shift by 1.1 eV to 182.3 eV.
The signal of a monoclinic film is shown as reference (red, dashed). The colored areas in (a) show the energy range of different preparations. The oxidized,
tetragonal range (blue) includes broken tetragonal films, see Section 3.1. Top inset in (b): sketch of the setup of this experiment. Bottom inset: STM image
of deposited Rh (yellow circles) on tetragonal ZrO2. 27 � 27 nm2, Vbias = +3.7 V, I = 70 pA.
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of the bands of the monoclinic film w.r.t. EF. The whole electronic
structure – including conduction and valence band – is shifted to
lower EB by 2.0 � 0.1 eV. Assuming equal band gaps of the
monoclinic and strongly oxygen-deficient films, this puts the VB
onset of the monoclinic film 2.4 eV below the Fermi level; when
the oxygen-deficient film has a smaller band gap than the mono-
clinic one, this value will be somewhat higher. In any case, with a
band gap of E5–6 eV, the Fermi energy is slightly below the mid-
gap position, in reasonable agreement to density functional theory,
which predicts a position in the middle of the band gap.8,16

3.5 Discussion

The main reason for the XPS binding energy shifts in 5 ML-thick
zirconia films is doping: Tetragonal zirconia films are inherently
slightly reduced. In most oxides, oxygen vacancies lead to
n-doping via filled gap states; this shifts all energy levels down
(towards higher EB). For reducible (semiconducting) oxides,
oxygen-vacancy states are close to the conduction band minimum.
This is in contrast to zirconia: There, the oxygen vacancy states filled
by two electrons (F-center, V�O in Kröger–Vink notation) are only
slightly above mid-gap.32 This is not far from the Fermi level of the
metal substrate, which is also near the mid-gap position as indi-
cated by XPS measurements of the Fermi edge (Fig. 4) and DFT
calculations.8 Thus, in zirconia, a filled vacancy state would not lead
to a substantial shift of the bands. It has been noted, however, that
in the presence of a nearby metal, the vacancies become positively
charged V��O ; the electrons are transferred to the metal, leading
to a substantial decrease of the VO formation energy from
E6 eV to E3 eV.5,33 Then, the (unoccupied) vacancy state is
at the bottom of the conduction band,30 and the positive charge
causes downward band bending, similar to the effect of gap
states in reducible oxides. In contrast to reduced zirconia films,
the Fermi energy of fully oxidized (monoclinic) films is located
near the middle of the band gap.8,16 This effect leads to the

observed counter-intuitive shift of XPS binding energies, where
(weak) reduction leads to higher EB – instead of the lower EB

expected for cations in a lower oxidation state.
When oxidizing the tetragonal ZrO2 films by using a catalyst,

the core levels shift to lower EB, i.e. closer to the monoclinic
levels. The minimum EB difference found between a (fully oxidized)
monoclinic and an oxidized tetragonal film was 0.4 eV for Zr 3d
(0.2 eV for O 1s), in contrast to a maximum difference of 1.8 eV
for strongly reduced tetragonal 5 ML films. The large spread of
EB values for the tetragonal films is nicely explained by different
reduction states.

When comparing tetragonal (strongly or weakly reduced)
and monoclinic films, we consistently find a difference of
0.2 eV between changes of O 1s and Zr 3d. In other words,
the difference between the O 1s and Zr 3d core levels depends
on whether we have the monoclinic (EO 1s � EZr 3d5/2

= 347.9 eV)
or tetragonal (347.7 eV) phase; it must be due to the different
structure and/or different band gaps of these phases and can be
used to distinguish between these two phases. This difference
of two binding energies may be also used to determine the ZrO2

phase for powder or bulk material, where all XPS levels can be
shifted due to charging.

Full oxidation is only possible via oxygen spillover from a
catalyst for O2 dissociation, such as deposited catalytic metals
or the Rh substrate. The latter is accessible in case of films with
holes reaching the substrate, i.e. all our monoclinic films, and
specially prepared, broken tetragonal films. When annealing in
O2, the molecules dissociate at the metal and spill over to the
oxide, i.e. the metal clusters provide atomic oxygen.34 DFT
predicts VOs to be stabilized below or near metal clusters.33,35

In other words, metallic clusters attract oxygen vacancies to the
triple-phase boundary (TPB), where oxygen spillover takes place.
As zirconia is a good oxygen ion conductor in the presence of
oxygen vacancies,1 this attraction facilitates vacancy annihilation
near the TPB.

Fig. 4 XPS measurements of a 50 ML-thick tetragonal zirconia film (green), and a 5 ML-thick monoclinic zirconia film for comparison (red). (a) Valence
band region. The trapezoidal shape of the VB of the 50 ML film shown in blue results in the experimental spectrum when broadened by the instrument
resolution. This indicates a VB edge at EB E 4.4 eV. For the 5 ML film, the cutoff is at 0.0 eV, as expected, since the signal is dominated by the Fermi edge
of the Rh substrate (see text). (b) Zr 3d region of the two films, which show a binding energy difference of 2.1 eV. (inset) The O 1s region shows a slightly
smaller difference, 1.9 eV. The 50 ML data were normalized to a matching intensity at low EB values.
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Oxidation destabilizes tetragonal films: With Rh clusters at
the surface, the transformation to monoclinic zirconia starts
already at 610 1C, much lower than for (reduced) tetragonal
films without a catalyst at the surface, where the transformation
goes hand in hand with the formation of holes in the film19

above 730 1C. The tetragonal - monoclinic phase transformation
would probably occur at even higher temperatures or not at all if
the formation of holes, and, thereby, oxygen spillover could be
suppressed. In any case, our study nicely confirms that the
tetragonal ZrO2 phase is stabilized by oxygen vacancies, as
proposed in the more recent literature,22 and in contrast to
earlier studies36 suggesting the tetragonal phase stabilized by
its lower surface energy.

4 Conclusions

An XPS study of zirconia films was conducted. A binding-energy
difference of up to 1.8 eV between 5 ML-thick monoclinic and
tetragonal films was found, which originates from the different
reduction states of the two films. Tetragonal films, which
exhibit core levels at higher EB, are inherently slightly reduced.
The resulting positively charged oxygen vacancies bend the
electronic bands, i.e. both, the O 1s and Zr 3d levels shift by
equal amounts. This leads to the unusual case of a reduced
oxide exhibiting higher XPS binding energies than its oxidized
counterpart. These core level shifts are substantially more
sensitive to the reduction state of the oxide than quantification
of the XPS peak intensities. Our work also provides a way to
discriminate between tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2 via the
XPS binding energy difference between O 1s and Zr 3d.

Tetragonal films, which cover the whole Rh substrate,
cannot be fully oxidized by annealing in O2 due to the lack of
a catalyst for O2 dissociation: The ZrO2 surface offers no
catalytic sites for O2 from the gas phase to dissociate. The films
only become more oxidized via oxygen spillover from a catalyst;
this can be the substrate (if there are holes in the film) or a
catalytically active metal deposited on top of the film. Mono-
clinic films are essentially stoichiometric ZrO2. In UHV-based
preparation routes, monoclinic ZrO2 forms only in the presence
of a catalyst, i.e. uncovered metal.
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